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Abstract: This study performs an analysis of steam penetration through thermal protective fabric
materials. Different, multilayered thermal protective fabrics were selected and tested in a laboratory-
simulated steam exposure, and their steam protective performance (SPP) was measured in terms
of the time required to generate second-degree burns on the bodies of wearers. Additionally, the
total transmitted thermal energy (TTTE) through the fabrics during testing was measured. Through
statistical analysis, it was established that fabric properties, namely air permeability and thickness,
are the key factors that affect the SPP and TTTE; the relationship among the fabric properties, SPP,
and TTTE is also summarized. Theoretically, it has been found that heat and mass (steam) transfer
occur through fabrics in the course of steam exposure, which mainly affect the SPP and TTTE. This
study could help textile/materials engineers to develop high performance thermal protective fabrics
for the increased occupational health and safety of firefighters and industrial workers.

Keywords: thermal protective fabrics; steam exposure; fabric properties; heat and mass transfer;
burn injuries

1. Introduction

Firefighters and industrial workers often incur burn injuries when they encounter
hazardous thermal exposures while performing their job duties [1–3]. Contextually, it has
been identified that water used by firefighters to put out a fire may convert into steam,
which may reach the firefighters [4–8]. Additionally, upstream oil and gas industry workers
are often exposed to steam while extracting bitumen from oil sands and producing heavy
oil [9,10]. As the performance of thermal protective clothing worn by firefighters and
industrial workers depends upon the various thermal exposures these workers face in
their occupations [11–17], it can be inferred that steam has a significant impact on the
thermal protective performance of clothing [4–8]. In steam exposure, a significant amount
of thermal energy transfer occurs through clothing, which causes burns to workers in
these occupations.

In considering thermal protection and steam exposure, many researchers studied the
SPP of fabric materials used in thermal protective clothing [4–8,18–21]. Keiser et al. (2008),
Keiser and Rossi (2008), Keiser et al. (2010), Mandal et al. (2013), and Shoda et al. (1998)
suggested that imposed high-pressurized steam enters into the fabric structure and gradu-
ally condenses [4–8]. After the condensation phase, the steam converts into hot water. This
hot water generates burn injuries when it comes into contact with the human body. These
researchers identified that a permeable fabric allows more steam transfer toward wearers
than an impermeable fabric. As a result, they suggested that thermal protective fabrics
should be steam impermeable in nature to provide effective protection from steam exposure.
Mandal et al. (2013) further found that the air permeability of the outer layer (shell fabric)
is crucial for the SPP of a multilayered thermal protective fabric system (i.e., an assembly
of shell fabric, moisture barrier, and/or thermal liner) [7]. They recommended that it
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is essential to place a moisture barrier with zero air permeability in the outer layer of
multilayered fabric systems in order to achieve a high SPP. This air-impermeable moisture
barrier will immediately stop the steam penetration through the fabric system, which will
considerably decrease the chances of burns on the bodies of wearers [7,18–24]. Along with
air permeability, Desruelle et al. (2002) indicated that the thickness of the fabric systems has
a considerable impact on its steam protective performance [25]. Recently, Su et al. (2018)
found that fabric thickness insignificantly improves the steam protective performance in
comparison to the air permeability of the fabrics [26].

Although previous researchers extensively studied steam penetration through fabrics
by evaluating the SPP, only a few studies focused considerably on the TTTE through fabrics
in steam exposure of a certain duration [4–10,18–26]. This paper studied experimentally
both the SPP and TTTE and identified fabric features affecting both. The SPP is also com-
pared with the flame and radiant heat protective performance of fabrics. Steam penetration
through fabric systems was studied based on the theory of heat and mass transfer. This
paper will contribute to understanding the mechanisms associated with the heat and mass
transfer in fabric systems, and the results obtained could help textile/material engineers to
develop fabrics for high performance thermal protective clothing.

2. Materials and Methods

In this study, multiple thermal protective fabrics (A–F) were selected for testing
(Table 1). These fabrics are commercially available and commonly used in the clothing of
firefighters and industrial workers. These fabrics were assembled to produce multilayered
fabric systems; these configured fabric systems were A (Fabric-A), B (Fabric-B), AC (Fabric-
A + Fabric-C), AE (Fabric-A + Fabric-E), AF (Fabric-A + Fabric-F), FA (Fabric-F + Fabric-A),
AFC (Fabric-A + Fabric-F + Fabric-C), AFD (Fabric-A + Fabric-F + Fabric-D), AFE (Fabric-A
+ Fabric-F + Fabric-E), and FAD (Fabric-F + Fabric-A + Fabric-D). The constructional at-
tributes and physical properties of these fabric systems were measured using the American
Society for Testing and Materials (ASTM) standards (Table 2) [27–30]. In this context, it is
notable that porosity (the ratio of pore volume to the total volume of the fabrics depending
upon the open and closed porosity) is an important fabric property that could affect the
steam penetration through fabrics. However, it is difficult to accurately characterize the
pore volume because the pore system within a fabric typically forms a very complicated
pore surface that is geometrically irregular; in fact, it is also not accurate to define the pore
size in terms of the diameter considering the different structures of pores existing in the
fabric [31–33]. Considering this situation, although porosity and air permeability are not
the same thing, air permeability is measured as an indirect measurement of porosity and is
used for explaining the SPP.

Three specimens (200 mm × 200 mm) of each fabric system were conditioned in
a standard atmosphere (21 ◦C temp. and 65% relative humidity) for 24 h. To understand
the steam penetration parameters of the fabric systems, these specimens were tested under
steam exposure using the instrument shown in Figure 1. In this test, a specimen of the fabric
system was placed on a Teflon-plated specimen holder embedded with a skin simulant
sensor. Steam was generated at 150 ◦C using a 3 kW boiler, and the steam generated was
administered at 200 kPa from 50 mm above the specimen through a 4.6 mm nozzle. The skin
simulant sensor was used to measure the heat flux, and this heat flux was applied using
burn prediction software (programmed according to Henrique’s Burn Integral algorithm)
to calculate the time required to generate second-degree skin burns [34]. The skin simulant
sensor was developed by the University of Alberta in Canada using inorganic material
called ‘colorceron’, which is a mixture of calcium, aluminum, silicate, asbestos fibers, and
a binder; and this sensor was calibrated using the standardized Schmidt–Boelter water-
cooled sensor [34]. The predicted mean burn time obtained from the three specimens
was interpreted as the SPP of the fabric system. The TTTE of the fabric system specimen
during (30 s) and after (10 s) of steam exposure was also measured. Subsequently, the fabric
properties, SPP, and TTTE values were normalized statistically, and a t-test was carried
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out using STATCRUNCH software (developed by West of Texas A&M University, USA).
The association among the fabric properties, SPP and/or TTTE was inferred based on the
sign (+ or −) of the T-stat value obtained from the t-test. p-values obtained from the t-test
for all fabric properties were also analyzed. If the p-value for any property was less than
0.05, this property was identified as the key property affecting the SPP/TTTE. Relationship
plots were developed among the fabric properties, SPP, and/or TTTE; and the coefficient
of determination (R2) of the plots developed was calculated. A R2 value with proximity
to 1 was inferred as a strong association among the fabric properties, SPP, and/or TTTE.
Inference tests (hypothesis test (p-value) and a 95% confidence interval (upper and lower
limits)) were carried out to understand the differences in the SPP/TTTE of various sets of
fabric systems.

Table 1. Thermal protective fabrics.

Constructional
Attributes

Fabric Types

A
(Shell Fabric)

B
(Shell Fabric)

C
(Thermal Liner)

D
(Thermal Liner)

E
(Thermal Liner)

F
(Moisture Barrier)

Fiber Content Kevlar®-PBI

Fire-retardant
cotton fabric
with Water

Repellent Finish

Nomex®

(100%)
Nomex®

(100%)
Nomex®

(100%)
Nomex®-III
(100%) with

Polyurethane Coating

Weave Structures Plain weave,
rip-stop woven

Plain weave with
finished surface

Plain weave Nomex®

layer quilted to two
thin Nomex®

oriented webs

Plain weave
Nomex® layer

quilted to Nomex®

needle-felted batt

Plain weave Nomex
layer quilted to Nomex

scrim, needle-felted
batt and scrim

Plain weave Nomex
backcoated with

polyurethene film

Thickness(mm) a 0.46 0.67 1.08 2.07 3.57 1.10

Weight (g/m2) b 211.5 412.5 170.6 301.5 332.7 185.5

a Measured by the ASTM D 1777: 1996; b Measured by the ASTM D 3776: 2009 [27,28].

Table 2. Assembled fabric systems.

Fabric Properties

Fabric Systems

Single-Layered Double-Layered Triple-Layered

A B AC AE AF FA AFC AFD AFE FAD

Thickness(mm) a 0.46 0.67 1.54 4.03 1.56 1.56 2.64 3.63 5.13 3.63

Weight (g/m2) 211.5 412.5 382.1 544.2 207 207 567.6 698.5 729.7 698.5

Thermal Resistance (Km2/W) b 0.07 0.08 0.12 0.17 0.09 0.09 0.13 0.15 0.18 0.15

Air Permeability (cm3/cm2/s) c 17.1 0 13.9 12.5 0 0 0 0 0 0

a Measured by the ASTM D 1777; b Measured by the ASTM D 1518: 2011; c Measured by the ASTM D 737:
2004 [27,29,30].

Figure 1. Steam exposure test.
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3. Results and Discussion

The parameters for steam penetration (SPP and TTTE) through the selected fabric
systems (obtained from the steam exposure test) are shown in Table 3. The SPP per unit
thickness of each fabric system is also calculated and presented in Table 3. Based on the
data shown in Table 3, a relationship plot between the SPP and TTTE is displayed in
Figure 2. According to Figure 2, the trend line of the plot is negative, and the R2 value is
close to 1; hence, a strong negative relationship exists between the SPP and TTTE. From
this, it can be inferred that the TTTE through a fabric system is generally low if the fabric
system possesses a high SPP. Mandal et al. (2013) previously evaluated the flame and
radiant heat protective performance of the same set of fabric systems mentioned in Table 3,
which firefighters often encounter in flame and radiant heat exposures [7]. A comparison
of these previous results (Table 4) with the SPP values of Table 3 clearly shows that the
protective performances of air-permeable fabric systems are significantly lower in steam
exposure. This is because flame and radiant heat exposures mainly involve a heat transfer
through the fabric systems toward the bodies of wearers [35]; however, in steam exposure,
a hot mass transfer mainly occurs through fabric systems. As the mode of thermal energy
transfer differs in these exposures, the performance of the fabric systems lowers under
steam exposure. In the following section, the effect of fabric features on the SPP/TTTE is
established to characterize the steam penetration through the fabric system.

Table 3. Steam penetration parameters of fabric systems.

Steam Penetration
Parameters

Fabric Systems

Single-Layered Double-Layered Triple-Layered

A B AC AE AF FA AFC AFD AFE FAD

SPP (Second-degree Burn
Time in Seconds) 0.34 2.26 0.59 0.71 7.95 10.35 11.44 19.27 22.2 25.55

TTTE (kJ/m2) 610.6 526.5 581.3 533.9 416.3 216.2 375.5 249.6 240.2 221.2

SPP/Thickness
(Second-degree Burn Time

in Seconds/mm)
0.74 3.37 0.38 0.18 5.10 6.63 4.33 5.31 4.33 7.04
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Table 4. Flame and radiant heat protective performance of selected fabric systems [adopted from
Mandal, et al. (2013)] [7].

Protective Performance

Fabric Systems

Single-Layered Double-Layered Triple-Layered

A B AC AE AF FA AFC AFD AFE FAD

Second-degree Burn
Time in Seconds

Flame 2.87 12.3 12.0 16.5 9.01 5.18 11.5 15.8 20.6 15.4

Radiant Heat 4.49 7.62 11.5 24.2 9.89 7.90 17.3 23.3 28.7 20.6

Effect of Fabric Features on SPP/TTTE

Table 3 shows that the SPP of triple-layered fabric systems is much higher than for
single- or double-layered fabric systems. This is because a triple-layered fabric system
including a moisture barrier can trap higher amounts of dead air than single- or double-
layered fabric systems [36–40]. Consequently, triple-layered fabric systems prove to be
more thermally insulated and can provide better protection against steam exposure [7].
In this context, it is necessary to mention that the SPP per unit thickness of a double-
layered fabric system incorporating a moisture barrier (e.g., AF or FA) is equivalent or
sometimes even higher to triple-layered fabric systems; however, the SPP per unit thickness
of a double-layered fabric system not comprising a moisture barrier (e.g., AC or AE) is much
lower than triple-layered fabric systems (Table 3). This finding could help to establish that
structural differences, such as the presence or absence of moisture barriers in fabric systems,
are crucial to the SPP. In fact, only the presence of a moisture barrier in combination with
a shell fabric (e.g., FA) could give better protection than a few high thickness triple-layered
fabric systems (e.g., AFC, AFD, and AFE). Furthermore, it is evident from Table 3 that the
TTTE through triple-layered fabric systems is lower than for single- or double-layered fabric
systems. This is because triple-layered fabric systems have increased amounts of empty
space (among their constituent shell fabrics (SF), moisture barriers (MB), and thermal liners
(TL)), and these empty spaces can store steam within the fabric systems [21]. As the stored
steam inside the triple-layered fabric system remains high, the transferred steam or the
TTTE through the fabric system is low (Figure 3).
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Furthermore, the results of the t-test (T-stat and P-value) between normalized values
of the fabric system properties (Table 2) and SPP/TTTE (Table 3) are shown in Table 5.
In Table 5, the T-stat values of thickness, weight, and thermal resistance with SPP are
positive, whereas the T-stat values of these properties with TTTE are negative. This
indicates that these properties possess a positive and negative relationship with the SPP
and TTTE, respectively. The relationship plots of these properties with SPP and TTTE,
shown in Figures 4–6, suggest that a moderate relationship exists between each of them
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and the SPP/TTTE. These relationships can be further explained by the theory of heat
transfer through fabric systems [14,18,20]. In a high-pressurized steam exposure, intimate
contact occurs between fabric systems and the skin of the wearers (skin simulant sensor)
(Figure 7). Consequently, a conductive thermal energy transfer proceeds from the fabric
systems toward the skin. In this situation, a fabric with high weight and thickness can
trap more insulative dead air, which can augment the thermal resistance of the fabric. This
highly thermally insulated and resistive fabric can enhance the SPP by slowly transferring
conductive thermal energy and generating slower burns on the bodies of wearers. Turning
our attention to Figure 7, Equations (1) and (2) represent in analytical and mathematical
terms the conservation of conductive thermal energy for a one-dimensional rectangular
coordinate, X and Y coordinates-based fabric system [41]. Based on Equation (2), it can be
inferred that the behavior of the TTTE through a fabric system is dependent upon the area
of the fabric system (A in cm2), gradient of temperature along the x direction of the fabric
system (δT/δx in ◦C/cm), rate of energy generation per unit volume of the fabric system
(qg in W/cm3), density of the fabric system (ρ in g/cm3), thickness of the fabric system (dx
in cm), specific heat of the fabric system (Cp in J/gm. ◦C), total steam exposure time (t in s),
and thermal conductivity of the fabric system (kf in W/m.K).

Thermal energy conduction into the fabric system + Thermal energy generation inside the fabric system = Thermal
energy conduction out of the fabric system + Thermal energy storage inside the fabric system

(1)

−k.A. δT
δx

∣∣∣
x
+ qg.A.dx = −k.A. δT

δx

∣∣∣
x+δx

+ ρ.A.dx.Cp. δT(x+dx/2,t)
δt (2)

Table 5. Results of t-test.

Fabric Properties
SPP TTTE

T-Stat p-Value T-Stat p-Value

Thickness 2.60 0.03 −1.95 0.08
Weight 2.71 0.02 −1.52 0.17

Thermal Resistance 1.90 0.09 −1.31 0.2
Air Permeability −2.65 0.001 3.56 0.007
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Figure 6. Relationship plot of thermal resistance with SPP and TTTE.

Moreover, Table 5 shows that the T-stat value of air permeability is negative with
respect to the SPP; however, the T-stat value of air permeability is positive with respect to
the TTTE. This implies that air permeability has a negative and positive relationship with
the SPP and TTTE, respectively (Figures 8 and 9). In addition, the p-values (0.001 and 0.007)
of air permeability are least among all fabric properties and are below 0.05. This means
that air permeability is the most important and significant property to understand the SPP
of or the TTTE through fabric systems. This finding can be explained comprehensively
by the theory of mass (steam) transfer through fabric systems [11–15]. In this context, it is
notable that a regular fabric is a multiphase, porous media, which comprises both solid fiber
and gaseous air phases (Figure 10); and Darcy’s law states that the mass transfer through
porous media depends upon the permeability of that media (Equation (3). According to
this law, a fabric with high air permeability can quickly transfer thermal energy in the
form of convective steam jets through its air phase; eventually, the SPP and TTTE become
low and high, respectively. Here, steam that has entered the fabric system gradually
condenses and produces a mixture of steam and hot water; this hot water mainly transfers
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through the fabric system toward the bodies of wearers and generates burns (Figure 10).
In the steam condensation process, a considerable amount of thermal energy is released,
which also causes burns on the bodies of wearers [34,37]. Through inference testing
(hypothesis and a 95% confidence interval) of the dataset shown in Table 3, it has been
found that a significant difference exists between the TTTE of air-impermeable and air-
permeable fabrics (p-value < 0.05), and this difference always remains negative. This
demonstrates that the TTTE through an air-impermeable fabric is much lower than an air-
permeable fabric, because air-impermeable fabrics do not allow a steam transfer, lowering
the TTTE [42,43]. In the case of multilayered, impermeable fabric systems (shown in
Table 3), a fabric system including a moisture barrier in its outer layer has less TTTE (or
high SPP) than a fabric system including a moisture barrier in its inner (middle) layer. This
is because the presence of a polyurethane-coated (smooth surfaced) moisture barrier in
its outer layer can immediately stop the steam transfer through the fabric system during
exposure; as a result, the TTTE becomes lower, or the SPP enhances (Figure 11). This
immediate stop of the steam transfer is less prominent in a fabric system with a moisture
barrier in its inner layer. In this context, it is also notable that Fabric-B (in Table 3) is
an air-impermeable, single-layered fabric (without any moisture barrier) that possesses
a moderately acceptable SPP. This is because Fabric-B has encapsulated fiber finishing that
did not allow a transfer of steam through its structure; as a consequence, the SPP enhances
(Figure 12).

Q =
−KA(Pb − Pa)

µL
(3)

where Q = the total discharge of steam per unit time (m3/s), K = fabric permeability
(m2), A = cross sectional area of mass flow (m2), Pa = pressure of the steam jet (Pa),
Pb = pressure of steam jet after passing through the fabric system (Pa), µ = viscosity (Pa·s),
and L = thickness of the fabric systems (m).
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4. Summary and Conclusions

In this study, it has been found that a fabric system with a low total transmitted
thermal energy (TTTE) generally possesses high steam protective performance (SPP). The
SPP/TTTE are mainly dependent upon the constructional attributes and physical properties
of fabric systems. Usually, multilayered fabric systems comprising a moisture barrier are
highly thermally insulated due to higher amounts of dead air trapped in their structures,
and they can store steam in the empty spaces present among their constituent layers.
Consequently, multilayered fabric systems have a high SPP and a low TTTE. It can also be
concluded from this study that moisture barriers present in fabric structures play a crucial
role in achieving a high SPP and low TTTE, by minimizing mass transfer through fabric
systems toward the bodies of wearers. Altogether, it can be suggested that designing
a thermal protective fabric system comprising a moisture barrier and considerable empty
space may be useful to provide adequate protection against steam.
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Furthermore, it was found that intimate contact occurs between fabric systems and
the bodies of wearers in high-pressurized steam exposure; as a result, conductive thermal
energy transfers through fabric systems toward the bodies of wearers. In this case, a thick,
weighty, and thermally resistive fabric system can reduce the conductive thermal energy
transfer, lower the TTTE, and enhance the SPP. Along with the physical properties of fabrics
(e.g., weight and thickness), thermal properties (thermal conductivity, specific heat, and
density) also contribute equally to the TTTE/SPP. Sometimes, thermophysical properties
(e.g., weight, thickness, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and density) of fabric systems
may change due to the compression exerted on them by high-pressurized steam; this
situation can lower the SPP. Thus, it is expected that anticompression-based fabric systems
could provide better protection from steam by achieving a high SPP. Furthermore, it can be
concluded that the air permeability of a fabric is the most important property that affects
the SPP/TTTE. As fabric is a porous medium comprising both solid fibers and gaseous air
phases, a highly air-permeable fabric can transfer steam quickly in its air phase, resulting in
a lower SPP. Generally, an air-impermeable fabric system can be used effectively to achieve
a high SPP or a low TTTE. In the case of multilayered, impermeable fabric systems, it is
suggested to place a moisture barrier in their outer layers. This configuration can effectively
reduce the overall air permeability of these fabric systems; eventually, their mass transfer
may decline and result in a lower TTTE and a higher SPP.

Overall, the findings obtained from this study can be useful for textile/material engi-
neers to develop high performance thermal protective fabrics that increase the occupational
health and safety of firefighters and industrial workers. This study can be further ex-
tended by analyzing the heat flux profile through fabric systems in the steam exposure of
a certain duration.
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